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Artificial Intelligence (AI) is beneficial in many respects, but also has harmful effects that

constitute risks for individuals and society. Dealing with AI risks is a future-oriented

endeavor that needs to be approached in a forward-looking way. Forward-looking

responsibility is about who should do what to remedy or prevent harm. With the ongoing

EU policy process on AI development as a point of departure, the purpose of this article

is to discuss distribution of forward-looking responsibility for AI development with respect

to what the obligations entail in terms of burdens or assets for the responsible agents and

for the development of AI. The analysis builds on the documents produced in the course

of the EU process, with a particular focus on the early role of the European Parliament,

the work of the High-Level Expert Group on AI, and the Commission’s proposal for

a regulation of AI, and problematises effects of forward-looking responsibility for the

agents who are attributed forward-looking responsibility and for the development of AI.

Three issues were studied: ethics by design, Artificial General Intelligence (AGI), and

competition. Overall, the analysis of the EU policy process on AI shows that competition

is the primary value, and that the perspective is technical and focused on short-term

concerns. As for ethics by design, the question of which values should be built into the

technology and how this should be settled remained an issue after the distribution of

responsibility to designers and other technical experts. AGI never really was an issue in

this policy process, and it was gradually phased out. Competition within the EU process

on AI is a norm that frames how responsibility is approached, and gives rise to potential

value conflicts.

Keywords: artificial intelligence (AI), forward-looking responsibility, responsibility, European Union (EU), policy

process

INTRODUCTION

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is developing quickly, with applications in practically all areas in
society. In health care, image recognition is used for diagnosis and prognostics (Asan and
Choudhury, 2021), in the transport sector, automated vehicles are enabled by AI technology
(Ma et al., 2020), recommender algorithms are central for the functioning of social media
(Bucher, 2018), search engines (Haider and Sundin, 2020), music (Melchiorre et al., 2021),
video (Abul-Fottouh et al., 2020), and other media services (Alhamid et al., 2015), to
name just a few areas in which the efficiency of AI makes life convenient. However, AI
also has harmful effects on society and individuals and so implies risks. Algorithmic bias
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and discrimination (O’Neill, 2016; Sirbu et al., 2019), violation
of privacy (Stahl, 2016, 2020; Helm, 2018), negative effect on
democratic processes (Bartlett, 2018; Deibert, 2019; Stahl, 2020),
mass surveillance (Stahl, 2016; Diamond, 2019; Zuboff, 2019),
and the potential outsmarting of humans, should AI achieve
superintelligence (Bostrom, 2014; Tegmark, 2017; Russell, 2019),
are some of the risks connected with AI.

While it is urgent that we as a society deal with these and other
risks with AI, it is also important that the responsibility to do
that is distributed in a way that enables AI to be developed in
a desirable direction (Cath et al., 2018). In the ongoing policy
process on regulation of AI technology in the European Union
(EU)1, the goal is to make AI “human-centric” (EC, 2019), and
the steps to do so include the allocation of responsibility to
different actors to take certain actions needed to make sure that
the development of AI is beneficial for humans, society, and
the economy. Responsibility so recognized is future-oriented,
focusing on who should do what to lead the development in
a desirable direction. This is a forward-looking understanding
of responsibility, meaning that the responsible agent has an
obligation to see to it that some state of affairs will materialize
(Van de Poel, 2015a). Forward-looking responsibility could refer
to remediation of past harm, or to ensure a good future by
preventing future harm. With the ongoing EU policy process
on AI development as a point of departure, the purpose of this
article is to discuss distribution of forward-looking responsibility
for AI development with respect to what the obligations entail in
terms of burdens or assets for the responsible agents and for the
development of AI.

One reason for concentrating on forward-looking
responsibility in this article is that the EU’s Responsible
Research and Innovation (RRI) approach, which is a model
for responsible development of AI, referred to as a vision to be
applied to the development of AI systems (Dignum, 2019, p. 49;
Gorgoni, 2020), is explicitly forward-looking regarding societal
implications of new technology (c.f., Van de Poel and Sand, 2018;
Horizon, 2020). Another reason to focus on forward-looking
responsibility is that the object of analysis, the EU’s ongoing
policy process on AI development, is a political process. A
political process is inherently future oriented, and ascribing
responsibilities to agents in such a process is an act of attributing
obligations for the future to those agents (Bexell and Jönsson,
2021, p. 29).

To some extent, AI has become an umbrella term, sometimes
referring to digital technology in a general sense (Kim et al.,
2021; Piorkowski et al., 2021). In this article, AI refers to “systems
that display intelligent behavior by analyzing their environment
and taking actions—with some degree of autonomy—to achieve
specific goals” (AI HLEG, 2019b, p. 1) and are defined as non-
organic cognitive systems that can think and act rationally
and similarly to humans (Russell and Norvig, 2010). These

1This process, “A European Approach to Artificial Intelligence” (EC, 2018a, 2022),
deals with AI technology as such. In parallel, the EU is also dealing with automated
vehicles, and with the responsibility of big tech companies in the digital sphere.
These processes are related to AI, but not with the AI technology as primary focus,
and are not included in the current study (see text footnote 6).

understandings of AI underlines that AI differs from other
technologies in its ability to “learn” and to act autonomously2.

The EU policy process on regulation of AI has been in progress
since 2016, when the European Parliament called for action on
autonomous machines and urged the Commission to take an
initiative on regulation of AI (EP, 2016a). Early in 2017, the
Commission announced that it had begun work with regulation
of AI (EC, 2017), and in the spring of 2018, a High-Level Expert
Group on AI (AI HLEG) was set up. In the end of 2018, the AI
HLEG released draft ethical guidelines (AI HLEG, 2018), which
were the basis of a stakeholder consultation process, the result
of which was considered by the High-Level group in the final
version of ethical guidelines, published in April 2019 (AI HLEG,
2019a). In the beginning of 2020, the Commission published
a White Paper on AI (EC, 2020c), which was also the object
of a consultation process (EC, 2020a) and the Proposal for a
regulation was released in April 2021 (EC, 2021d)3. As this is
an ongoing process, presented as an “approach” (EC, 2021d) to
AI, no binding decisions have yet been taken. This means that
at this stage, it is not possible to tell how responsibility will be
implemented in practice.

In the following, a notion of forward-looking responsibility
is delineated, pointing at the political aspect of distribution
of responsibility and how responsibility can constrain as well
as empower agents. Possible justifications for the allocation
of forward-looking responsibility are outlined, succeeded by a
section on methodology. Next, forward-looking responsibility in
the EU process on AI is analyzed in terms of (i) responsibility as
remedying harm, illustrated by ethics by design, (ii) responsibility
as preventing harm, illustrated by Artificial General Intelligence
(AGI), and (iii) competition as constraining and enabling factor
for responsibility. Finally, in the conclusion the result of the
analysis is summed up, implications for the outlined notion of
forward-looking responsibility are touched upon, and options for
further research suggested.

FORWARD-LOOKING RESPONSIBILITY

Responsibility is a concept with many meanings depending on
context (Sondermann et al., 2017), but a basic distinction is that
between backward-looking and forward-looking responsibility
(Van de Poel et al., 2015). Backward-looking, or retrospective,
responsibility is about blame or praise for something that has

2It should be noted that autonomy refers to different things in different contexts.
Autonomy within AI and robotics refers to the machine’s ability to perceive the
environment, learn from experience, and act independently of an external operator
(Hakli and Mäkelä, 2019, p. 264). Even when a human has decided what the
machine should do, in a technical understanding it is considered autonomous as
long as the execution of the task takes place without human guidance (Jain and
Prathiar, 2010). From a philosophical perspective, an algorithm following a routine
is not autonomous, but is just following directions set up by a human. In contrast,
a philosophical, conceptual understanding of autonomy stresses the capacity to
act independently without some external power and to make one’s own choices
(Haselager, 2005, p. 518–519). Hence, machines cannot be responsible, even if they
in a technical sense autonomously can make decisions or give recommendations.
3This short presentation of the ongoing policy process is not exhaustive. For
an overview, see e.g., https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/policies/european-
approach-artificial-intelligence.
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happened and asks who should be accountable (Sneddon, 2005).
We are normally accountable for what we have caused, given that
we were aware of the moral nature of the action and that we
were not acting under coercion or ignorance (Thompson, 1987;
Miller, 2001; Douglas, 2009). Forward-looking, or prospective,
responsibility deals with the future and can be understood as
responsibility as obligation, meaning that an agent “ought to see
to it” that some state of affairs is fulfilled (Van de Poel, 2015a,
p. 27). This is not a requirement that the responsible agent
herself achieves the outcome by her own actions, but refers to
the supervisory duties of the responsible agent to bring about
a particular outcome (Van de Poel, 2015a, p. 28–29). When
someone is responsible in a forward-looking way, she is required
to undertake specific tasks to ensure that appropriate actions are
taken (Bexell and Jönsson, 2021). The future state of affairs that
this requirement refers to could either be about remedying a bad
situation that has already happened (Miller, 2001; Young, 2006),
for instance paying for diminishing CO2 emissions, or about
realizing a good situation in the future (Erskine, 2014; Van de
Poel, 2015a), for instance by leading the development of AI in a
safe and democratic direction.

Understanding responsibility as obligation in this way
points to how forward-looking responsibility, albeit qualitatively
different from backward-looking responsibility, nevertheless has
some connection to responsibility in the backward-looking sense.
While ensuring a desirable state of affairs is entirely forward-
looking, remedying harm is backward-looking to the extent
that it deals with something that has happened in the past,
even though the perspective is on the future. One implication
of this is that an agent with forward-looking responsibility is
not necessarily the agent that has caused the harm that needs
to be remedied. Forward-looking responsibility may also have
a more direct connection to a backward-looking perspective.
One argument is that forward-looking responsibility is only
meaningful if the agent can be accountable, would she not fulfill
her forward-looking obligations (Goodin referred to by Van de
Poel, 2015a, p. 40). However, she can be accountable also for
other reasons. In other words, forward-looking responsibility
does not require backward-looking responsibility, nor does it
necessarily imply backward-looking responsibility (Van de Poel,
2015a; Pereboom, 2021; c.f., Alfano, 2021). Moreover, as will be
discussed below, assignment of forward-looking responsibility
is justified on partly other grounds than responsibility in the
backward-looking sense. In this article, focus is primarily on
forward-looking responsibility4.

Another important aspect of forward-looking responsibility
is the responsibility of collectives. Collective responsibility is a
contested matter, as it is questionable whether collectives qualify
as moral agents. Collectives cannot have intentions or care about
the outcome of their actions in the same sense as individuals.
Moreover, collectives do not have the control over actions that
is crucial for moral responsibility (Mäkäle, 2007; Hedlund, 2012).
However, for some kinds of collectives such as organized groups,

4“Responsibility” and “forward-looking responsibility” are used interchangeably
when referring to forward-looking responsibility. When referring to backward-
looking responsibility, this is explicitly stated.

it could be appropriate to talk about collective responsibility,
meaning that the collective is responsible as a single body
(Thompson, 1987). Organizations such as states, companies, or
universities, can make decisions and act in ways that are not
reducible to the sum of the actions of the individuals within
them (Van de Poel, 2015b, p. 57). When such collectives in some
sense have a collective aim (Van de Poel, 2015b, p. 56) and when
institutional rules and meaningful decision-making procedures
are established (Held, 1970), it is reasonable to assert that they
have collective responsibility. However, for collectives with looser
ties between the individuals constituting the collective, such as
train passengers or networks, the problem of many hands may
arise. Consider for instance a network of several contract holders,
responsible for separate parts of the same project. While each
contract holder is responsible for her particular contribution,
the outcome of a collective decision is constituted by these
contributions taken together (and may well add up to more than
the sum of the individual contributions). Whereas the collective
is responsible, none of the individual contract holders could
reasonably be responsible for the whole project, and we are faced
with the problem of many hands (Van de Poel, 2015b, p. 52;
Zwart, 2015).

It is important to bear in mind that being responsible in a
forward-looking sense can constrain but also enable or empower
agents (Ulbert, 2017). Hence, attributing someone responsibility
is a political act “embedded in the role of function of power”
(Bexell and Jönsson, 2021, p. 29). As such, it must be justified, and
the normative basis for such a justification must be understood
in the context in which the distribution of responsibility comes
about (Ulbert and Sondermann, 2017). In the context of EU
regulation of AI, one norm that seems to be taken as a given is
that innovation and competition are primary values. This is a
normative context that may affect how responsibility plays out,
which will be further elaborated in the analysis.

Dealing with harmful effects of an emerging technology is a
future-oriented endeavor, and to be effective, the distribution of
forward-looking responsibility should take place in a way that
enables the desirable state of affairs, whether it is about remedying
harm or about preventing future harm. As a basic requirement,
forward-looking responsibility has to be assigned to an actor or a
group of actors who has the capacity to act responsibly. In other
words, the actor needs to be a moral agent, that is, be aware
of the moral nature of an action and be able to make moral
judgments (Held, 1970; Hakli and Mäkelä, 2019). A moral agent
also needs to be able to act freely, although this freedom always is
to some extent constrained by social practices (Sondermann et al.,
2017). A further requirement for forward-looking responsibility
is that the agent has the ability to act in a way that can bring
about the desired outcome (Van de Poel, 2015a, p. 35). This
is a requirement that points to a causality condition. Although
forward-looking responsibility does not necessarily belong to the
agent who has caused some harm to be remedied, or, as in the case
of ensuring a good future, does not need to be connected to some
past events, forward-looking responsibility brings causality into
focus, although in a forward-looking sense. Without the ability
to make a difference, forward-looking responsibility would not
make much sense, but the prospective perspective of causality
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makes it more adequate to talk about efficacy (Graafland, 2003;
c.f., Van de Poel, 2015a).

As mentioned above, attribution of forward-looking
responsibility differs from how backward-looking responsibility
is attributed, since past events play a different role, if any
role at all. While for backward-looking responsibility, it is
crucial to tie the agent to some blameworthy or praiseworthy
state-of-affairs, for forward-looking responsibility the causal
relation to past events does not need to play a role. In contrast,
causality related to future events, denoted as efficacy, is pivotal.
However, capacity to bring the circumstances in the specific
direction that the obligation sets out is a basic requirement for
forward-looking responsibility, it does not in itself say anything
about which particular agent or group of agents that should be
responsible in a forward-looking sense. Many candidates may
meet that requirement, and some principles must underpin
the allocation of forward-looking responsibility. Cost may
be one such principle. While efficiency is the rationale for
the capacity principle as it is presented here, it could also be
relevant to consider the cost for actors with capacity to bring
about the desired outcome (Miller, 2001). This means that
under some circumstances, it could be justifiable to allocate
responsibility to an agent who, while having the required
capacity, is not the most capable among possible responsible
agents. Other principles suggested in the responsibility literature
include equality (Lake, 2001; Markandya, 2011), desert (Anton,
2015; Messina, 2021), connectedness (Young, 2006; Bexell and
Jönsson, 2021), and ability (Graafland, 2003; Hayward, 2012). In
the particular context of EU regulation of AI, involving many
tech companies and technical experts5, beyond cost, it could be
fruitful to consider contribution, benefit, and position as bases
for allocation of forward-looking responsibility.

The contribution principlemeans that an agent who has caused
a bad outcome is responsible to put it right (Young, 2006;
Bexell and Jönsson, 2021). This principle, often referred to in the
debate on climate change mitigation as the principle of “polluter
pays” (Page, 2008; e.g., Moellendorf, 2009), pays attention to
causal connections between an agent and problematic past
events. In the context of AI development, many different actors,
from individual AI developers to big tech companies, have
directly or indirectly contributed to negative effects of the AI
technology, although to different extents. According to the
principle, responsibility should be differentiated according to the
actual contribution, which makes causal claims crucial (Chasek
et al., 2016).

The benefit principle states that those who benefit from
something that have negative effects for society also should be
responsible for these effects, for instance by paying to reduce
the negative effects (Jakob et al., 2021). Also this principle is
common in the context of climate change mitigation, known

5While actors from the AI industry, academia, and civil society were involved
in the consultation process, and the Responsible Research & Innovation
approach (RRI) explicitly emphasizes the importance of a multi-actor and public
engagement, in the AI High Level Expert Group on Artificial Intelligence (AI
HLEG) there was a dominance of participants from the AI industry (EC Futurium;
EC Regexpert; Metzinger, 2019).

as the “beneficiaries pay” principle (Hayward, 2012). As for the
contribution principle, to be applicable, the benefit principle
requires some estimation of the benefits. While this may be
difficult for benefits gained in the past, it is even trickier for
benefits in the future. This circumstance is highly valid in the
AI context, as it is widely considered impossible to anticipate the
future development of science and technology (Carrier, 2021).
Still, it could be argued that the benefit principle is justifiable from
a moral point of view (Mapel, 2005; Hayward, 2012).

The position principle asserts that an agent being in a position
that enables her to act, has a moral responsibility to remedy a bad
situation or to prevent future harm, regardless of past causality
relations (Miller, 2001; Young, 2006; c.f., Nihlén Fahlquist, 2009).
Position as a justification for allocating responsibility could
be defended by efficiency: agents with relevant resources are
arguably best placed to take the necessary steps. In other words,
the agent who is able to respond—“response-able”—should be
responsible (Fukuda-Parr and McNeill, 2015). The argument for
this principle is the seriousness of a particular situation and the
urgency of doing something about it. Power, knowledge, and
other resources could place an agent in a position that makes
her more able to deal with the problem than agents who lack
those resources, and according to this principle, this position
makes her obligated to act (Gilbert, 1993; Persson et al., 2021). A
problem with the position principle is the separation from causal
connections to past events, which could constitute a legitimacy
problem (Hedlund, 2012). One way to handle this problem is
to regard how agents, by being part of social structures that
make certain outcomes possible, to varying extents contribute to
those outcomes. Moreover, as Young (2011) argues, the moral
dimension of solidarity justifies why agents in a position to act
should be responsible in a forward-looking way.

Forward-looking responsibility can also be conceptualized in
terms of virtues. Responsibility as virtue is a kind of forward-
looking responsibility that focuses on the person who acts,
rather than on the action itself (Williams, 2008; Schmidt, 2021).
Responsibility as virtue pays attention to how to be good, not
just to act in a good way, and virtues direct attention to “the
importance of practicing and cultivating a predisposition to act in
a certain way over time” (Nihlén Fahlquist, 2019, p. 215). While
fulfilling obligations that has been allocated to you is a way of
acting responsibly in a forward-looking way, taking responsibility
because that is the right thing to do is a way of actively engaging
ethically with how things could be done to ensure a better future,
that is, to act virtuously (Nihlén Fahlquist, 2019, p. 216). People
who have a willingness to take on responsibility are arguably
more likely to take on and fulfill responsibility in a forward-
looking way (Nihlén Fahlquist, 2015, p. 187). For this reason,
virtue ethics could be used as a heuristic to develop virtuous
attitudes and to ground the application of responsibility for doing
good (Daly, 2021; Schmidt, 2021).

METHODS

Research on responsibility ranges from theoretical deliberation
on principles of attribution of responsibility (Graafland, 2003;
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Hedlund, 2012; Neuhäuser, 2014; Gunnemyr, 2020) to empirical
studies on distribution of responsibility in specific issues
such as climate change (Droz, 2021; Persson et al., 2021),
biotechnology (Danaher, 2016), or agriculture (Doorn et al.,
2011), at global (Moelle, 2017), regional (Karageorgiou, 2019),
or national (Alcaniz and Hellwig, 2011) level. This study
deals with distribution of forward-looking responsibility in the
ongoing policy process on AI in the EU. The empirical material
considered covers the main documents produced in the course of
this process and which are pertinent for the question of forward-
looking responsibility. The documents are public documents that
constitute part of early phases of the EU decision-making process
on AI in which the European Parliament (EP), the European
Commission (EC), and permanent (EGE) and temporary (AI
HLEG) expert groups play a key role. At the time of writing,
the EC (2021d) proposal is the most recent document. This
document constitutes the formal initiative on AI regulation,
to which national governments (the Council of the EU) and
the EP will take a stand and finally decide on new legislation
(European Council). Such processes normally take a couple of
years, and while we still do not know what the final outcome
will be, the preparatory work of any policy process is of utmost
importance for how it will develop, as the framing of an issue
in early stages of a policy process often steer the direction
of the subsequent process as well as which aspects will be
considered, and how (Weiss, 1989; Lindblom and Woodhouse,
1993; Rochefort and Cobb, 1994; Kingdon, 1995; Carragee and
Roefs, 2004). The documents used in the analysis are listed
in Table 1

6.
The documents have been studied regarding risks with AI and

how they are proposed to be met by the EU, and in particular how
allocation of responsibility plays out. The analytical framework
that guided the reading of the policy documents is the concept of
forward-looking responsibility as it is defined here: an obligation
to see to it that some state of affairs is brought about, and the three
principles for distribution of forward-looking responsibility: the
contribution principle, the benefit principle, and the position
principle (Table 2). Forward-looking responsibility as virtue
amounts to the willingness of actors to take on responsibility
and cannot be regarded as a principle for distribution analogous
to contribution, benefit, and position (or cost). It may however
play a role in how policy-makers take into account future

6In parallel to this process on regulation of AI, other policy processes with bearing
on AI are also taking place within the EU. By the introduction of the Digital
Markets Act and the Digital Services Act, the EU is upgrading current rules on
digital services with the purpose to balance the dominance on digital platforms
of big companies such as Google, Facebook and Amazon (EC, 2021c; EP, 2022).
While the products and services of these companies to a large extent build on AI
technology, the AI as such is not the focus of this regulation and hence not included
in this study. Automated vehicles is another product depending on AI technology,
and a number of expert reports on automated vehicles have been produced
within/for the EU. For instance, the report Ethics of Connected and Automated

Vehicles (EC, 2020b) is explicitly discussing forward-looking responsibility in a way
that relates to the analysis of this study. However, so far, automated vehicles are not
specifically included in the policy process on AI referred to above and in focus of
this paper. Thus, neither that report is included in this study.

implementation and how responsibility is approached by agents
who are allocated responsibility.

The method applied was a document analysis that combines
elements of content analysis and thematic analysis (Bowen,
2009; Mathias, 2021). In the first stage, I skimmed through
the documents to identify meaningful and relevant passages.
Next, I carefully re-read and reviewed these passages with
regard to distribution of forward-looking responsibility for AI
development and application and the obligations this gives
rise to. These passages pertain to several issues, for instance,
autonomous vehicles, human-machine interaction, algorithm
bias, transparency, and robot laws. To the analysis, issues were
selected based on three aspects of the outlined notion of forward-
looking responsibility. First, forward-looking responsibility
understood in terms of remedying harm is used to interpret
responsibility allocations brought to the fore by the ethics by
design approach in the studied policy process. Second, forward-
looking responsibility understood in terms of preventing harm
is used to discuss the gradual disappearing in the process of the
question of Artificial General Intelligence (AGI). Third, drawing
on the understanding of how the normative context affects
the justification of distribution of responsibility, the norm of
competition is discussed as a constraining and enabling factor for
forward-looking responsibility.

RESPONSIBILITY AS REMEDYING HARM:
ETHICS BY DESIGN

A crucial issue for the responsibility of AI is the design
and development of AI systems. Forward-looking responsibility
might be of special importance at this stage, as this is when
the character of the later use of the AI system will be set. For
instance, the specific instructions included in an algorithm tells
it how to complete a task and under which conditions. If these
instructions are altered, the system will function in another way
(Bucher, 2018). In the EU process on AI, the High-Level Group
presents the idea of “ethics by design,” namely that norms could
be incorporated in algorithms and architectures of AI systems
(AI HLEG, 2019a, 21) to make the behavior of AI systems
ethical (Dignum, 2019, 6). Ethical principles are complied with
to different degrees in different populations, and it is tricky to
translate ethical principles to precise systems and algorithms.
That is particularly difficult when autonomous decision-making
algorithms meet moral dilemmas based on independent and
possibly conflicting value systems (Etzioni and Etzioni, 2016).
Despite these difficulties, many AI researchers believe that it
is possible to develop ethical frameworks that could guide AI
system reasoning and decision-making (Dignum, 2019, ch. 5).
While it is beyond the scope of this article to judge this possibility,
from a responsibility perspective it is important to point out some
principal implications of deliberately incorporating ethical values
in AI technology.

One issue with ethics by design is to decide on the
principles that should be built into the technology. Recalling
that agents in the position to make a difference should be
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TABLE 1 | Documents used in the analysis.

Document Organization Date References

Draft report with recommendations to the Commission on

Civil Law Rules on Robotics

European Parliament 2016, May 31 EP, 2016a

European Civil Law Rules in Robotics European Parliament 2016, October EP, 2016b

The future of robotics and artificial intelligence in Europe European Commission 2017, February 16 EC, 2017

Civil Law Rules on Robotics European Parliament 2017, February 16 EP, 2017

The European AI Landscape European Commission 2018, January EC, 2018b

Statement on Artificial Intelligence, Robotics and

“Autonomous” Systems

European Group on Ethics in

Science and New Technologies

2018, March EGE, 2018

Draft Ethics Guidelines for Trustworthy AI Artificial Intelligence High Level

Expert Group

2018, December 18 AI HLEG, 2018

Building Trust in Human-Centric Artificial Intelligence European Commission 2019, April 4 EC, 2019

Ethics Guidelines for Trustworthy AI Artificial Intelligence High Level

Expert Group

2019, April 8 AI HLEG, 2019a

A Definition of AI: Main Capabilities and Disciplines Artificial Intelligence High Level

Expert Group

2019, April 8 AI HLEG, 2019b

White Paper on Artificial Intelligence European Commission 2020, February 19 EC, 2020c

Setting up a new committee on artificial intelligence European Parliament 2020, June 20 EP, 2020

Public Consultation on the AI White Paper European Commission 2020, November EC, 2020a

Proposal for a Regulation on Artificial Intelligence European Commission 2021, April 21 EC, 2021d

Fostering a European Approach to Artificial Intelligence European Commission 2021, April 21 EC, 2021a

Artificial Intelligence: MEPs discuss ways to boost EU

competitiveness

European Parliament 2021, April 23 EP, 2021

TABLE 2 | Bases for distribution of forward-looking responsibility.

Principle Rationale Who is responsible? Examples

Contribution Causality in the past Actors are responsible to remedy a bad situation to which they have

contributed

Benefit Beneficial in the future Actors are responsible for negative effects from which they will benefit

Position Best placed to fulfill obligation Actors with power, knowledge and other relevant resources are

responsible to remedy a bad situation or prevent future harm

assigned forward-looking responsibility, a technical solution
would certainly empower developers and designers, who have
the expert knowledge required to be attributed forward-looking
responsibility. This may however increase the influence of
developers and designers at the expense of the general public.
From a democratic perspective, it is crucial that the public is
included in deliberations about values (Dahl, 1989; Chambers,
2003; Urbinati, 2014), and that is not least important regarding
values supposed to guide a technology that is integrated in
practically all aspects of people’s lives (Chambers and Gastil,
2021; Gastil and Broghammer, 2021; Buhmann and Fieseler,
2022). Although the prospect of reaching consensus on value
questions is always difficult, on national as well as on local level,
the global reach of AI technology makes such an endeavor even
harder. Moreover, consensus may not even be a goal to strive for,
as pluralism of values may reflect our moral reality (Hedlund,
2014; Søbirk Petersen, 2021). On the other hand, it could be
argued that technology is never neutral, but always incorporates
judgments (Jasanoff, 2016), and that designers and engineers
always make decisions about the technology they develop that

have consequences for users (Verbeek, 2006). From such a
perspective, ethics by design might be a way to make this explicit.
However, attempts to assign forward-looking responsibility via
ethics by design run into challenges that make operationalisation
difficult (Schiff et al., 2021; Georgieva et al., 2022).

Furthermore, even if ethics could be perfectly designed into
AI systems, it would hit only narrow technical aspects of AI, and
disregard the societal situatedness of the technological systems
in question (Hagendorff, 2021). AI systems could still be used in
ways that cause environmental damages, foster social oppression,
and support unethical business models (Van Dijck et al., 2018;
Buruk et al., 2020; Crawford, 2021). Certainly, the Commission
points to the importance of AI systems that do not cause harm to
society and the environment (EC, 2021d, p. 24), but the proposed
measures to avoid risks are primarily directed at the technical
systems as such. To a large extent, these measures are phrased in
terms of responsibility. As is discussed above, to be responsible
in a forward-looking way you need to be in the position to make
a difference, and it is quite obvious that AI developers are in
such a position when it comes to the design of AI applications.
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This is also the line of argument when the Commission discusses
the distribution of obligations for high-risk AI systems7. Each
obligation, the Commission states, “should be addressed to the
agent(s) who is (are) best placed to address any potential risk,”
and illustrates with developers of AI, who are best placed to do so
in the development phase (EC, 2020c, p. 22).

The explicit reference to the agents “best placed” is very
much in line with the theoretical requirements for distribution
of forward-looking responsibility discussed above. However, this
does not preclude that there are backward-looking aspects here
as well, such as requirements of post-market monitoring (EC,
2021d, p. 74–75) or requirements to pay attention to the whole
AI lifecycle (EC, 2021d, p. 3, 4, 30, 46–47, 49). Nevertheless,
although those measures refer to retrospective control, they are
expressed as an obligation that some agent has in the future.
As an example, the Commission states that it is important that
providers “take the responsibility” to establish a robust post-
marketing system to identify, analyse, estimate, evaluate and
manage risks with high-risk AI systems that they place on the
market (EC, 2021d, p. 31, 47), and for the requirement to
ensure safety and protecting fundamental rights “throughout the
whole AI system’s lifecycle” (EC, 2021d, p. 3), providers as well
as designers and developers are attributed responsibility in a
forward-looking sense.

As these examples illustrate, forward-looking responsibility
may come with constraints, but it may also come with benefits.
Obviously, for providers, the requirements of post-market
monitoring of risks are extensive, and would probably be costly
in the short run. On the other hand, post-market auditing could
play a positive role in marketing and public relations (Mökander
and Floridi, 2021). For designers and developers, responsibility
to ensure traceability of data and processes involved in the
production of an AI model would most probably be a burden.
In the absence of a common approach, and as there seems
to currently be a lack of appropriate tools (Mora-Cantallops
et al., 2021), taking the step from principles to practice can
be difficult (Schneiderman, 2020). Moreover, even though there
is an awareness of AI ethics and checklists at national levels,
aligning them with the EU-level guidance can be challenging
(Georgieva et al., 2022).

However, ethics by design may also open up possibilities
for designers. Being attributed forward-looking responsibility
can be empowering, by implying opportunity for influence and
control (Ulbert, 2017; Persson and Hedlund, 2021), and as will
be discussed in the section on competition, the EU is bringing
out their ethical requirements on AI systems as a competitive
advantage. By being assigned responsibility for the design of
ethical AI, experts in the field not only have the task to design AI
technology ethically. By merit of their expertise, they already are
in a position to do so (Douglas, 2009), but with this responsibility,
it can be argued that they also are empowered to influence
the development of AI technology. One consequence of this

7The Commission proposes four levels of risk: unacceptable risk (e.g., social
scoring by governments), high risk (e.g., remote biometric identification of
people), limited risk (e.g., manipulation by chat bot), and minimal risk (no need
of legislation) (EC, 2021b). See also the section on AGI below.

is that it is important to pay attention to who these designers
are. For instance, the gender imbalance in the tech industry
with an overwhelming majority of men8, and the observation
that women have a tendency to focus on different things than
men, may increase the risk that certain perspectives will be lost
(Hagendorff, 2020; Resseguier and Rodrigues, 2021). Another
aspect of attributing responsibility to designers is where they
work. In the context of AI development, a few big tech companies
dominate the global market (Van Dijck et al., 2018), and the
risk of empowering the already powerful may possibly speak
against justification through position. These aspects of designer
responsibility—who designers are and where they work—further
emphasize the importance of a public discussion about which
values and principles to build into AI systems. It may also point
to a need to foster agents to take on responsibility for the good
of society.

RESPONSIBILITY AS PREVENTING HARM:
ARTIFICIAL GENERAL INTELLIGENCE

AI systems today surpass humans on specialized tasks such as
for example different games or facial recognition (narrow AI).
Although restricted to one particular task, narrow AI can have
the potential to lead to practically irreversible change in a specific
domain of society. For instance, widespread use of AI-driven
surveillance seems to have a potential to irreversibly change the
capacity of authoritarian governments to suppress dissent (Bakir,
2015; Brucato, 2015; Greutzemacher and Whittlestone, 2022).
Other AI technologies, although narrow in the sense that they
have one particular task, may have “the potential to lead to
practically irreversible change that is broad enough to impact
most important aspects of life and society” (Greutzemacher and
Whittlestone, 2022, p. 6). One example of such transformative
AI (TAI) could be natural language understanding, which has
gone through dramatic advances in the last years and could
potentially lead the way to practical human–machine interaction
via language user interfaces. Combined with powerful decision-
making machines, this could potentially result in systems that
can replace the majority of current jobs (Greutzemacher and
Whittlestone, 2022). A further step in the ladder of risk is a
more general artificial intelligence, with human-level intelligence
or beyond. General Artificial Intelligence (AGI) has for a long
time been the object of imaginative interpretations in film and
literature. So far, this has mostly been speculative, but lately,
we have seen academic discussions on how to make sure a
potential AGI would not “take over” and constitute a threat
to human life as we know it. A “take over” scenario could
refer to a sudden transition in which AI very soon gets much

8According to AI Index Annual Reports, men make up at average 80% of AI
professors, AI PhD recipients has remained virtually constant at 20% women since
2010 in the US (Perrault et al., 2019), and men constitute 83.9% and women
16.1% of tenure track faculty at computer science departments at top universities
around the world 2019–2020 (Zhang et al., 2021). In a recent global survey about
the gender distribution among software developers in 2021, 91.7% of developers
are men (Statista, 2022). Gender imbalance is just one example of the biased
composition of AI developers, that also include geography and ethnicity (Zhang
et al., 2021).
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more intelligent and develops superintelligence (Bostrom, 2014;
Tegmark, 2017; Russell, 2019). In such a future there is no self-
evident room for humans, who, in the best-case scenario, will
function as the machines’ slaves or pets, but, more probably,
will be wiped out in the endless striving for resources of this
superintelligence. While the AI community is divided regarding
the potential of AGI (Sotala and Yampolskiy, 2015), another
objection to such a scenario is that it does not necessarily take
a superintelligence to outmaneuver humans. As the notion of
TAI bears witness to, superiority in some area may be sufficient
and general intelligence is not a necessary way to AGI or
radically transformative AI (c.f., Russell, 2019; Häggström, 2021;
Greutzemacher andWhittlestone, 2022). The difficulty is to make
sure that the superintelligence would realize goals that are in
the interest of humans (Bostrom, 2014, p. 127; Dafoe, 2018).
Discussions on how to solve this so-called control problem
abound, but many of the suggestions have proved to be unsafe
or would not work at all (Russell, 2019, p. 145–170).

However, the possibility of superintelligence that outsmart
humans is not a question that is addressed in the EuropeanUnion
policy process on AI. In fact, early in the EU policy process on
AI the Commission explicitly rejects issues of a “speculative”
nature, but stresses the need to “address concrete problems
we are facing today” rather than dealing with “unrealistic
expectations from the technology” (EC, 2017). Nevertheless, the
draft ethical guidelines from the High-Level Group, published in
the following year, point to potential concerns with a possible
development of Artificial Moral Agents or self-improving
AGI in a long-distant future. Such technology, the group
states, “would potentially present a conflict with maintaining
responsibility and accountability in the hands of humans” (AI
HLEG, 2018, p. 13). While not explicitly alluding to a “AI
taking over” scenario, the draft guidelines do show a forward-
looking perspective on responsibility when raising this concern.
Interestingly, this concern is toned down in the final version
of the ethical guidelines. Now it is referred to as something
that can be “hypothesized,” that “some” consider that AGI or
superintelligence9 “can be examples” of long-term concerns, but
that “many others” believe them to be unrealistic (AI HLEG,
2019a, p. 35). However, both the draft and the final version of
these guidelines emphasize that the concerns should be kept
“into consideration” (AI HLEG, 2018, p. 13; AI HLEG, 2019a,
p. 35). In contrast to this, in a workshop on AI organized by the
Commission, several EU member states put forward “a need to
discuss realistic future scenarios, and found debates surrounding
dystopian applications of AI, e.g., killer robots, to be hindering
beneficial AI development” (EC, 2018b, p. 29)10.

In the Commission’s White paper on Artificial Intelligence
(EC, 2020c), published the year after the final guidelines, the
concept of high-risk AI is introduced. High-risk AI refers to AI
technology with “significant risks” in relation to safety, consumer

9Other examples listed are Artificial Consciousness and Artificial Moral Agents
(AI HLEG, 2019a, p. 35).
10Although this is not the place to make assumptions of why people have a specific
opinion, this attitude may be a reflection of the focus on growth and competition,
which is discussed below.

rights and fundamental human rights, and “exceptional
instances” such as the use of AI systems for recruitment, remote
biometric identification (e.g., video surveillance with face
recognition) and “other intrusive surveillance technologies” (EC,
2020c, p. 17–18). This understanding of high-risk AI is kept in
the proposal for regulation of AI, which is tailored to concrete
situations of concern that can “reasonably be anticipated in the
near future” (EC, 2021d, p. 3). As this proposal constitutes the
basis for a possible legislation on AI, it is arguably the most
important document in this policy process so far. However,
although hypothetical and “speculative” developments of AGI
and superintelligence are not discussed, the proposal includes a
longer-term perspective, emphasizing that the regulation should
be flexible and enable it to be “dynamically adapted as the
technology evolves and new concerning situations emerge” (EC,
2021d, p. 3). This future orientation is further emphasized by the
notion of a “future-proof” definition of AI, “taking into account
the fast technological and market developments related to AI”
(EC, 2021d, p. 4).

Although “future-proof” may give connotations to a mark
that is stamped on a product for marketing purposes, it indicates
responsibility in a forward-looking sense. However, this makes
the gradual dismissal in this process of the risks of potential
AGI somewhat remarkable. Admittedly, as with all technology
development (c.f., Carrier, 2021), there is a great uncertainty of
the emergence of a future AGI. However, the characteristics of
AI that distinguishes it from other technologies—the capacity
to “learn” and to act “autonomously,” pointed out above—make
it even more complicated to anticipate the possible emergence
of AGI. Moreover, the problem of value alignment, that is, the
difficulty of ensuring that an AI system’s goals and behavior
should be aligned with human values (Bostrom, 2014; Sierra
et al., 2021), needs to be solved before a potential AGI is a
reality, if a disastrous development is to be avoided. If not,
there is a risk that AGI will really become human’s “final
invention” (Barrat, 2013). Even if the probability of AGI were
diminutive, provided that the stakes are so high that Bostrom
and others put forward, it would not have been unexpected
to see it included in considerations of a “future-proof” AI.
In terms of forward-looking responsibility as preventing future
harm, the potential emergence of AGI seems to be an issue
of concern.

How, then, could potential AGI be approached with regard
to forward-looking responsibility? Without claiming to provide
a definite answer, some tentative thoughts may give a hint to the
complexity of this matter. The capacity principle in combination
with the position principle may appear to be best fitting to
distribute obligations to see to it that AGI, if it materializes, will
be aligned with human values, but also the contribution principle
may apply and, perhaps, the benefit principle. Computer
scientists and other AI developers are arguably the agents that
have the knowledge and skills that can make a difference, they
have contributed to the technology that has given rise to the
speculation and worry in the first place, and they would, perhaps,
also gain from future AGI, should they succeed. On the other
hand, the large uncertainty connected to potential AGI and how,
if at all, it could be controlled by humans, may speak against the
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allocation of responsibility on the basis of technological expertise
only. While the technological experts would need to do the
hands-on work, should it be done at all, it could be argued that
it is the responsibility of policy-makers to regulate questions
of existential threat. Referring to the precautionary principle
(e.g., EP, 2015), political representatives could decide to regulate
development of AGI, for instance, by prohibiting it altogether, or
by allocating resources for a development of safe AGI. However,
the compliance of a prohibition would be hard to control, and
even if resources would be destined to development of safe AGI,
agents who are not covered by these resources may go ahead
without any concern for safety. It seems important in this context
that regulation is combined with the nurturing of virtues of
responsibility, making agents willing to take responsibility for the
common good11.

While forward-looking responsibility certainly gets attention
in this policy process, it is clear that the focus is more short-
term than long-term (Prunkl and Whittlestone, 2020)12. In a
short-term perspective, emphasis is on issues that society is
already facing or is likely to face very soon, such as data privacy
and algorithmic bias. These issues are concrete and specific,
and directly related to progress in machine learning which
have enabled real-world applications. In contrast, in a long-
term perspective, focus is on issues emerging from advanced AI
systems that will arise far into the future, or are less certain, such
as AGI or radical transformative AI (Prunkl and Whittlestone,
2020, p. 2). Admittedly, it is easier to pay attention to the
more obvious and probabilistically likely scenarios that short-
term issues give rise to, than to concentrate on uncertain and
long-term concerns, and maybe especially so in the political
sphere; the late awakening regarding climate change may be
a case that illustrates this point. In this particular policy
process on AI development, it is not unlikely that political
considerations have played a role when questions on AGI
came to be left out. For one thing, as pointed out above,
governmental representatives explicitly stated that the discussion
should be about scenarios that are realistic and not be hampered
by hypothetical applications, an attitude that is clearly short-
term. It is well-established that political representatives tend to
favor issues that are within reach for their influence, that is,
within their terms of office (Beckman, 2008; Randers, 2015).
Moreover, so far in this policy process, actors from the AI
industry have been well-represented, and it is not improbable
that they prefer to focus on technologies and applications that
they are currently working on, and, as we saw in the ethics by
design section, issues that can be met by technical means. In
other words, power dynamics in the policy process may explain
why forward-looking responsibility is not a matter of concern
when it comes to potential risks that possibly lie very far in
the future.

11This is the approach of the expert report on automated vehicles, mentioned
above, which states that “legislation alone may be insufficient” and that the
fostering of “a culture of responsibility” is crucial in the development and design
of connected and automated vehicles (EC, 2020b, p. 16, 53, 56–57).
12Prunkl and Whittlestone (2020) use the terms “near-term” and “long-term”.

COMPETITION—CONSTRAINING AND
ENABLING FACTOR FOR RESPONSIBILITY

As indicated above, the primacy of innovation and competition is
a norm that appears to be taken as a given in this policy process.
Although the efforts to develop AI in an ethical and responsible
way get slightly different focus in the course of this policy
process, one thing remains constant: safety and ethics always
need to have the highest priority, but—not to the extent that they
hamper development and competition. Formulations that ethics
and safety must not restrain, but should facilitate innovation, or
that measures to ensure safety at the same time must encourage
innovation and growth, are, in different variants, frequently
found in the documents both in the early and in the recent phases
of the process. For instance, the Commission states that “any
measure proposed or considered in this context should not stifle
innovation” (EC, 2017), and in its most recent document, that
proposes a regulation for AI, the Commission emphasizes the
importance of ensuring “a legal framework that is innovation-
friendly” (EC, 2021d, p. 34). Ensure ethics—but not at any price,
seems to be the message. Strongly related to this emphasis on
innovation is the urge for competition and leadership.

A common line of argument in the course of this policy
process is the emphasis on the importance of investing in
research and development to become or to remain the world
leader. In the early stage of the process, discussions about AI
are mostly found in the Parliament. While European leadership
on AI is not the core concern for the Parliament at that time, it
is nevertheless mentioned, although in cautious and somewhat
down-to-earth terms. Europe “could,” it is said, “become the
global leader” on AI (EP, 2016b, p. 25). When the Commission
takes the initiative on questions of AI, leadership takes a more
prominent role. In a reply to the Parliament, the Commission
stresses that it has since long recognized the need for significant
investment in AI, which is necessary for the EU “to stay in the
lead” and “maintain a strong leadership role” (EC, 2017). Later,
in its White Paper on AI, the Commission asserts that the EU
is “well-positioned to exercise global leadership” in promoting
ethical use of AI (EC, 2020c, p. 8). Now also the European
Parliament takes action for competition, and sets up a special
committee on Artificial Intelligence in a Digital Age to analyse
the impact of AI on the EU economy (EP, 2020, 2021). According
to the Stanford University AI index report, the US and China
clearly lead the AI race (Stanford, 2019), and the chair of AIDA
underlines the hurry to act: “If we wake up soon enough, we can
make up this gap” (IIIM, 2020).

While it is repeatedly stated that ethical considerations
must not impede competition, ethics instead becomes a
strategy for competitive leadership. For the Commission, the
EU is particularly well-positioned to “create world-leading AI
capabilities” (EC, 2021a, p. 3) and “exercise global leadership”
in promoting ethical use of AI (EC, 2020c, p. 2, 8). One basis
for the Commission’s confidence in “ethical AI” is the extensive
work to produce ethical guidelines for AI that began with the
publication of Statement on Artificial Intelligence, Robotics, and
“Autonomous” Systems from the European Group on Ethics in
Science and New Technologies (EGE, 2018). The EGE worries
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about “ethics shopping” and underlines a “great urgency” of a
coordinated, balanced approach in the regulation of AI in which
“Europe should play an active and prominent role” (EGE, 2018,
p. 12, 14). This statement also informs the ethical guidelines
of the High-Level Expert Group on Artificial Intelligence (AI
HLEG), which suggests “responsible competitiveness” as a
unique approach to AI that enables Europe “to position itself as a
global leader in cutting-edge AI” (AI HLEG, 2019a, p. 5)13.

From the perspective of responsibility, the focus on
competition may give rise to value conflicts, referring to
the impossibility of complying with one value without violating
another (Søbirk Petersen, 2021). One such example is that larger
datasets to work against bias may increase privacy violation
(Jobin et al., 2019, p. 396). Another is that competition as a
value may conflict with safety and other ethical concerns. In
terms of forward-looking responsibility, it is important not only
to find out what various stakeholders want from AI, but also
to find ways to deal with conflicting values (Dafoe, 2018, p.
49). The risk of potential value conflicts is recognized by the
Commission, mentioning that several stakeholders warn the
Commission to avoid “conflicting obligations” (EC, 2021d, p.
8). For instance, the obligation of business actors to identify
and manage risks with AI could be resource-demanding and
constrain their competitiveness, as well as an expectation to
contribute to EU’s competitiveness may limit their capacity to
ensure ethical AI. For developers, the responsibility to make AI
ethical by integrating values in the design of AI systems may
likewise constrain their competitiveness, maybe especially so for
“micro or small enterprise” (EC, 2021d, p. 40). We can see that
costs of fulfilling responsibilities on, say, safety, may affect the
agent’s competitive capacity. However, while the Commission
does not explicitly address how this potential value conflict
should be met in terms of forward-looking responsibility, its
reference to “responsible innovation” (EC, 2021d, p. 11, 34)
could be a way to reconcile the possible friction and turn it into
an asset in line with the “responsible competitiveness” approach
discussed in the previous paragraph.

On the other hand, as pointed out by Van de Poel and
Sand (2018), “responsible innovation” does not only suggest
that innovators carry additional responsibility, but also that
this responsibility (e.g., backward-looking responsibility for
product failure) could diminish the willingness of engineers and
innovators to learn about such effects to prevent future failure,
thus, discourage them to take forward-looking responsibility.
Instead, van de Poel and Sand proposes some kind of insurance
for the risks with innovation. For the individual innovator,
this could reduce the cost and increase the willingness to
take on responsibility to prevent risks and, thereby, facilitate

13This orientation toward competition is particularly interesting as it echoes of
the previous discussion within the EU in the lengthy process on biological patents
in the 1980’s and 1990’s, in which ethics was included to put the public at ease
first after strong opposition against one-sided focus on competition and growth
(Busby et al., 2008; Mohr et al., 2012). Now, in the process on AI, the Commission
speaks about using ethics as a means for competition and promoting European
values worldwide (EC, 2021a, p. 8), which is a notable contrast to the, as it seemed,
reluctant adaption of ethical values in the process of biological patents some
decades ago.

their contribution to the competitive race. Hence, the norm of
innovation and competition could be both a constraining and
an enabling factor for forward-looking responsibility, although
the enabling component appears to need some promotion,
illustrated by the joining of “responsibility” with “competition”
and “innovation” in the EU documents.

However, the strategy to make ethics a comparative advantage
and this coupling of responsibility with competition imbues
the priority of keeping up in the technically advanced AI race.
Although the goal is said to be AI that is “trustworthy”, indicating
a technology that is reliable, focus is on how this trustworthiness
can ensure a functioning single market (EC, 2021d, p. 9) and
support the objective of global leadership (EC, 2021d, p. 18).
While the focus on ethics, human rights, and responsibility in this
competition is welcome from a humanly and societal perspective,
the point of departure is how AI can be advantageous, not the
other way round. In other words, the question of what society we
want and whether AI could be helpful in this regard, is not asked.
So interpreted, ethics and responsibility can be seen as a means
to a higher end, that is, competition.

CONCLUSION

I have argued that responsibility in a forward-looking sense is
particularly relevant in the context of handling risks with AI.
Overall, the analysis of the EU policy process on AI shows that
competition is the primary value, and that the perspective is
technical and focused on short-term concerns. In the case of
ethics by design, operationalisation may be challenging both
for technical and for normative reasons. The question of which
values should be built into the technology and how this should be
settled remained an issue after the distribution of responsibility
to designers and other technical experts. Moreover, the technical
focus and the biased composition of designers may have the
effect that certain issues are disregarded, pointing as well to the
importance of inclusive deliberation about values, as to a need to
foster agents to a sense of responsibility for the good of society. In
addition, while specific obligations allocated to designers such as
ensuring traceability could constrain their work, obligations of a
more general character could increase the influence of designers
on the development of AI.

Further, the discussion on the potential threat from a
superintelligent AI, or AGI, showed that forward-looking
responsibility in terms of ensuring good is not only theoretically
fitting to this particular problem, but also a moral obligation
that decision-makers should take on. Arguments that a potential
AGI is unlikely, is very far in the future, or that some AI
experts do not believe it to ever be a reality are not entirely
convincing in that regard, and even if the probability of AGI is
extremely low, the stakes are too high to dismiss the question.
However, although AGI or similar was mentioned by the High-
Level Expert Group, it never really was an issue in this policy
process, and it was gradually phased out, primarily by the
influence of actors from the political sphere. Tentative reflections
on how potential AGI could be approached with regard to
forward-looking responsibility, had it been included in this policy
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process, showed difficulties with reliance on regulation only,
and suggested that it is combined with nurturing of virtues of
responsibility to make agents willing to take responsibility for the
common good.

Moreover, I have demonstrated how competition within the
EU process on AI is a norm that frames how responsibility
is approached, and gives rise to potential value conflicts.
Competition can be seen as a primary goal, making responsibility
a means to this end. The strategy to frame ethics as a comparative
advantage, strengthens this interpretation. From this point of
view, forward-looking obligations can induce costs that constrain
competitiveness of business actors and developers, at least in the
short run. On the other hand, the obligation to contribute to
the EU’s competitiveness can constrain their capacity to realize
responsible AI.

Finally, some reflections on the concept of forward-looking
responsibility as it was conceptualized in this study. The
distinction between remedying harm and preventing harm
was tentatively tried out, but needs to be further developed
in a theory of forward-looking responsibility. Although well-
established as principles, the particular combination of principles
for distribution of forward-looking responsibility applied in this
study was adapted to the context of AI regulation in the EU.
The principle of contribution, with its connection to causality,
resembles how backward-looking responsibility is attributed:
you are normally, under certain circumstances, accountable
for things to which you can be causally connected. In the
forward-looking variant, you are responsible to remedy past
harms that you may have caused. Following this, the principle
of contribution is “logical” from a moral point of view. The
principle of benefit, on the other hand, is more normative,
as it is based on the moral standpoint that those who gain
from something are responsible, whether responsibility is seen
as a benefit or as a burden. Still, there is some connection
to the issue at hand. For position, no such connection is
necessary. This makes position the potentially most controversial
basis for distribution of responsibility. Nevertheless, if we want
forward-looking responsibility to make a difference to real-world
situations, position is arguably the principle that best meets
the requirement of efficiency, although in some cases, costs

could justify a relief of the efficiency requirement. However,
in the context of AI development, position, like the other
principles discussed here, often point out technical expertise as
the responsible agents. As the analysis illustrates, this might be a
problem for the appointed agents if the responsibility constrains
them, but it could also be a benefit, as responsibility also is
empowering. For society, however, the biased composition of
these technical experts in AI implies a risk that some perspectives
will be excluded, perhaps especially so in ethics by design,
which potentially leaves room for designers to influence which
values to build into AI. It is argued that public deliberation
on the values that should guide design could broaden the view
and reduce the risk that certain perspectives are omitted, and
that responsibility as virtue could be a viable approach to deal
with the risk that individual interests get prominence over the
societal good.

A related matter that was only touched upon here is the
question of inclusion in the policy process. In the EU policy
process on AI, there is a dominance of those who have
contributed, those who will benefit, and those who are in a
position to take on forward-looking responsibility. How this has
affected the distribution of forward-looking responsibility is a
topic of future studies.
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